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Plastic or paper, 
you decide! 



BADGY PAPER CARDS  
AN ALTERNATIVE TO PVC…
Badgy all-in-one solutions let you create and print 
all your customized cards and badges with ease.

 PVC CARDS 
   For uses that require 
durability and robustness

   Tamper-resistant

   Optional color printing

 PAPER CARDS 
   For short-term use  
(from a few hours to a few days)  
or with minimal handling

   Strong enough to resist creasing

   Quality printing 
at a reduced cost

.... your preferred 
 medium for 
printing!

Reduced 
environmental impact

Badgy paper cards are made of FSC 
(Forest Stewardship Council) paper from 
sustainably managed forests. They are 
biodegradable and compostable and can 
be recycled.

It's now 
up to you to  
choose...

Quality guarantee

Tested and validated by our R&D and Quality 
departments, Badgy paper cards provide a 
high-quality and professional-looking black 
monochrome effect, using our BLACKFLEX 
ribbon.



... SUITABLE FOR NUMEROUS APPLICATIONS.
Badgy paper cards provide plenty of customization and printing options.  

Evolis Badge Studio software is included with every Badgy solution,  
so you can create all the cards and badges you need.

LOYALTY CARD 
FOR STAMPING

APPOINTMENT 
CARD

EVENT 
CARD

PATIENT ID 
CARD 

VISITOR BADGE 

Logo

Customized 
details



COMPATIBILITY AND FEATURES

Badgy is an Evolis brand. The Evolis group offers a 
complete range of card personalization solutions 
designed for the identification of people and goods.
Discover Badgy at www.badgy.com
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Badgy paper cards are
compatible with

&

 SPECIFICATIONS 

 REFERENCES
CBGCP030W 1 box of 100 paper cards 0.76 mm (30 mil)

CBGR0500F BLACKFLEX ribbon

MATERIAL Cellulose fibers (wood fibers) with no added plastic

COLOR White

STANDARDS Compliant with ISO CR-80 (ISO 7810)

DIMENSIONS 85.6 mm x 54 mm

THICKNESS 0.76 mm / 30 mil

PRINTING Black monochrome with BLACKFLEX ribbon

* *

*Compatibility available from serial number 10001082236.


